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Identifies and provides prices for thousands of baseball cards and collectibles.
Provides stats, records, anecdotes, and re-creations of baseball's historic players, games, and events, from the first baseball
uniform of 1849 to Cal Ripkin, Jr.'s record-making achievements of 1995. Original.
Ted Saves the World#1 FREE in the Ted Saves the World SeriesBryan Cohen
When supernatural war strikes, a nerdy teen will rise. 3 books. 800+ pages of action. Over 100 five-star ratings on Goodreads! Ted
Finley was your typical, wise-cracking teenager until an otherworldly force gave him abilities beyond his wildest dreams. Erica
LaPlante was six-feet-under when a blast of blue light brought her body back to life. When an interdimensional war breaks out,
Ted and Erica must use everything at their disposal to save their friends, the town and... well, the world. Grab your copy now.
Save money compared to buying the individual books. Scroll up and buy it today!
Bismarck once said that God looked after drunkards, children and the U.S. of A. Some say that baseball should be added to the
list. It must have been divine intervention that led the sport through a series of transformative challenges from the end of World
War II to the game's first expansion in 1961. During this period baseball was forced to make a number of painful choices. From
1949 to 1954, attendance dropped more than 30 percent, as once loyal fans turned to other activities, started going to see more
football, and began watching television. Also, the sport had to wrestle with racial integration, franchise shifts and unionization while
trying to keep a firm hold on the minds and emotions of the public. This work chronicles how baseball, with imagination and some
foresight, survived postwar challenges. Some of the solutions came about intelligently, some clumsily, but by 1960 baseball was a
stronger, healthier and better balanced institution than ever before.
Has writer's block crippled your creativity? Beat writer's block forever with five books jam-packed with thousands of inspiring
creative writing prompts! The 1,000 Creative Writing Prompts Box Set has over 150 five-star reviews across all books and
platforms. This comprehensive collection contains over 800 pages of prompts to get your creative juices flowing for over 90
percent off the cover price! The massive and innovative box set includes the following five full-length books: 1,000 Creative Writing
PromptsFour Seasons of Creative Writing1,000 Character Writing Prompts1,000 Creative Writing Prompts for Holidays1,000
Creative Writing Prompts, Volume 2 There are few things more frustrating than sitting down to write and feeling completely
blocked. Fortunately, this box set taps into the power of open-ended questions to get your brain working creatively. These clever,
thought-provoking, imaginative prompts will help you blast through writer's block in an instant. This box set contains thousands of
powerful, intriguing, and evocative writing ideas that you can access at any time. Whether you're an aspiring writer or a subjectmatter expert, a blogger or a songwriter, a freelancer or a novelist, you're bound to find an idea that works for you in over 800
pages of well-organized writing prompts. The 1,000 Creative Writing Prompts Box Set is a must-have variety of ideas that will kick
your creative roadblock to the curb. For a limited time, get the entire set of books for over 90 percent off the cover price. Buy the
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box set today to beat writer's block for good and reclaim your creativity!
Ted Finley was your typical, wise-cracking teenager ...until an otherworldly force gave him abilities beyond his wildest dreams.
After an unintended public display of his powers, Ted has become an instant celebrity and the target of a gang of undead thugs.
Sixteen-year-old Erica LaPlante was six-feet-under when a blast of blue light brought her body back to life. Armed with the
consciousness of a fierce warrior, Erica must keep her teenage urges at bay to protect the newfound hero. When sparks fly
between Ted and Erica, Erica wants nothing more than to hide who she really is and the dangerous mission they must face. But
when their school comes under attack, Ted and Erica must use everything at their disposal to save their friends, the town and...
well, the world. Ted Saves the World is a YA sci-fi/fantasy novel that features fast-paced action, terrifying horror, side-splitting
comedy and a touch of romance. Author Bryan Cohen has watched every episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and it shows in the
first book of his new series. Praise for Bryan Cohen's Fiction "Bryan Cohen's love for writing comes through the story and makes it
that much more fun to read and enjoy," K. Parks-Hoffman, 5-star Amazon review. "Bryan Cohen's wit shines with the one-liners
and outrageous characters," Mike Burton, 5-star Amazon review. "I am a Dean Koontz fan, especially of the earlier works, and I
think... Cohen has Koontzian talent," Ed Lehr, 5-star Amazon review. Scroll up and buy the first book in a new series today!
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides, children's features to documentaries,
theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide universe
of video offerings with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more than 160,000 videos. All listings are
arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the program and information on obtaining the title. Six indexes
-- alternate title, subject, credits, awards, special formats and program distributors -- help speed research.
The world's first superhero sensation may not live long enough to become a celebrity... Ted Finley is your average suburban nerd,
but when a group of thugs threaten to kill innocent people, something incredible happens. After he's gifted with superhuman
abilities during a seemingly random brunch, Ted quickly transforms from a nobody into a viral video sensation... Forced to navigate
school and life with his newfound powers and fame proves to be difficult. But Ted's biggest challenge lies ahead, because he's not
the only one with incredible abilities. Until he can sort out friend from foe, Ted may be the only person who can keep the world safe
from total annihilation... The Dark Souls is the first novel in the action-packed Viral Superhero Series. If you like fast-paced
thrillers, witty heroes, and evil villains, then you'll love Bryan Cohen & Casey Lane's high-octane series! * This book is an edited
and revamped new edition of a novel that was previously published as Ted Saves the World. * Buy The Dark Souls today to watch
an ordinary teen become a superhero!
Entries provides on each Cardinal season, player, coach, and World Series game
This is the story of how the hapless Chicago White Sox, badly hurt by the banning of players after the 1919 Black Sox Scandal,
floundered until the 1950s when they were finally rebuilt and had their first success in 40 years. The culminating event was the
capture of the 1959 American League pennant, made possible by aging pitcher Early Wynn. Wynn, nearly 40, was the best pitcher
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in the game that season, winning 22 games and the Cy Young Award. He was the last piece in the puzzle that put the Sox over
the top and, in addition to the team’s historic season, the book tracks his life before, during and after baseball.
The Golden Voices of Baseball is a book that's been in the making for some 80 years. In addition to the fascinating sketches and
photos of baseball broadcasting legends that veteran author Ted Patterson has compiled, fans will also hear the inside stories
about their careers in audio CD form.

The richest volume ever compiled on the subject, this lavishly illustrated tribute to a century of baseball's Fall Classic
features anecdotes, lore, historic photos-and all of the stats fans cherish. Newly revised and fully updated through the
2002 season, THE WORLD SERIES combines lively discussion with thorough statistics to tell the story of every World
Series ever played, from the 1903 battle between the Pittsburgh Pirates and the Detroit Tigers to the Subway Series of
2000 that pitted the Yankees against the Mets as well as the eagerly awaited battle for the pennant in October 2002. The
author's historical research uncovers all the little-known facts and stories from each game, along with baseball legends
and unforgettable moments. In addition, detailed box scores and line scores include the statistics that baseball fans
covet, with every number for every player who ever appeared in a World Series game. Beautiful photographs bring every
game to life, illustrating the evolution of the game.
The New York Yankees are Major League Baseball’s most renowned and successful franchise. Baseball greats such as
Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle, and Derek Jeter have all worn the famous navy blue and white pinstripes. The Yankees have
won 27 World Series championships, and 29 players who spent at least a year with the team have been inducted into the
Baseball Hall of Fame. With so many Hall of Famers to choose from, selecting the best players in the history of the
franchise might seem impossible; yet that is exactly what Robert W. Cohen has done in The 50 Greatest Players in New
York Yankees History. This book carefully examines the careers of the players who made the greatest impact on the
most successful franchise in the history of professional sports. The ranking was determined based on such factors as the
extent to which each player added to the Yankees legacy, the degree to which he impacted the fortunes of his team, and
the level of dominance he attained while wearing the Yankee uniform. Features of The 50 Greatest Players in New York
Yankees History include Each player’s notable achievements Recaps of the player’s most memorable performances
Summaries of each player’s best season Quotes from opposing players and former teammates Yankees fans and
baseball fans in general will find The 50 Greatest Players in New York Yankees History a fascinating collection of bios,
stats, recaps, quotes, and more. And with such iconic figures as Yogi Berra, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Alex Rodriguez,
and Andy Pettitte, this book is sure to inspire debate and controversy among true Yankees fans.
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general interest/education,
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sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry, children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.
After passing through the portal to another realm… ...Ted Finley must put his trust in unlikely allies to survive. The Realm
of Souls is a war zone, and Ted and Natalie are behind enemy lines. Badly injured and powerless, the two strangers to a
new world must rely on a mysterious woman and her village to live to see another day. Erica LaPlante is down to her
second-to-last option. Only a coordinated effort from Jennifer, Dhiraj, Travis and the rest of the gang will keep Erica from
her last resort: death and regeneration. But fugitives at large can't hide forever, and some of them won't live long enough
to clear their names. The Light, the Dark and the Ugly is the fourth novel in a YA Sci-Fi Fantasy series that features
exhilarating combat, deadly foes, sharp humor, and a little romance. Author Bryan Cohen's Ted Saves the World series
breaks darker ground in a chilling, action-packed fourth installment. Q & A With The Author Q - How would you describe
the Ted Saves the World series? A - That's a stumper! I've always loved reading books and watching TV shows that mix
genres together. It's like a buffet. How can you choose just one? Ted Saves the World is a combination of several
different genres. It has the elements of a YA sci-fi fantasy series, but you might also call it a collection of paranormal
books for teens and young adults. I've always loved horror books for teens and coming of age series best sellers as well,
so you'll find a few dashes of each in the series too. Q - Why did you want to write superhero novels? A - I love
challenges. Every year, I try to take on something new. I'd written some nonfiction, but I wanted to try writing young adult
books for boys and girls alike. That's why it was important for me to write super-powered male and female characters.
Also, given the recent boom of Marvel superheroes on the big screen, I wanted to take my own crack at the genre. Q What does it mean to you when readers buy your books? A - It's an honor. Who knows if I'll ever be one of the young
adult best sellers at the top of the list, but it's so amazing to see people reading my books. Like most writers, I used to
think I wasn't good enough, so I didn't try. With the encouragement of my friends, family members, and readers, I was
able to give this series a go. I'm eternally grateful for each reader who puts my books on their virtual shelf. Young Adult
Sci-Fi and Fantasy Superhero - Suitable Age Range: 12 - 18+ yrs. The Light, the Dark and the Ugly is a novel of
approximately 75,000 words Books available by Bryan Cohen: Ted Saves the World (Free!) Mind Over Easy (Ted Saves
the World #2) Portal Combat (Ted Saves the World #3) Keywords: young adult, superheroes, science fiction, fantasy,
series, second book, book 2, comedy, fantasy fiction, adventure, american literature, american fiction, fantasy series,
modern fantasy, urban fantasy, stories, 21st century literature, genre fiction, highly recommended, series fiction, young
adult fiction, superhero, villains, supernatural, paranormal, teen, teen fiction, romance, sci-fi, coming of age, first love,
supernatural powers, super powers, superhuman, teen & young adult fantasy coming of age, contemporary fantasy,
action & adventure, telekinetic powers, telekinesis, young adult comedy, young adult fantasy fiction, young adult
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adventure, young adult american literature, young adult american fiction, young adult fantasy series, young adult modern
fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult stories, young adult 21st century literature, young adult genre fiction,
highly recommended young adult, young adult series fiction, young adult superhero, young adult supernatural, young
adult paranormal, teen & young adult, young adult romance, young adult sci-fi, young adult coming of age, young adult
first love, young adult contemporary fantasy, young adult action & adventure
The playing and post-playing careers of all 1,560 players who appeared in a major league box score between 1950 and
1959—the “golden age,” many say—are profiled in this exhaustive work. From Aaron to Zuverink: this treasure-trove of
anecdotes, many gathered from personal interviews, is full of historical facts, controversy, and trivia. Readers will be
reminded, that Milwaukee Braves pitcher Humberto Robinson was asked by a gambler to fix a game against the Phillies
(he refused), Joe Adcock chased Giants pitcher Ruben Gomez around the field with a bat, Bob Turley reached the top of
the corporate ladder after his playing days, Casey Wise became an orthodontist, Bobby Brown became a heart surgeon
and president of the AL, and that Chuck Conners became an actor. All of this and much more can be found here.
"From Alabama to Wyoming, this book provides information every fan should know about the fifty U.S. states. Each
chapter covers the baseball history of of a state, its must-see sites (including museums and ballparks), career leaders in
nine statistical categories, nicknames, and a roster of the all-time best native-born major and Negro League
players"--Provided by publisher.
A hero trapped. A deadly game. One decision could end the world... Ted Finley isn't himself. Enslaved in his own mind, he's forced to live the
life of his greatest enemy. Erica LaPlante has lost hope. The treaty that torched her purpose may destroy everything she loves as well. As
Natalie Dormer fights her demons and Jennifer Norris considers a new definition of family, Earth's greatest threat looms large. And this new
enemy is about to recruit a powerful ally. Fractured and frail, if Ted and his friends can't work together, the world will come apart at the
seams. Veil to the Chief is the fifth book in the Ted Saves the World saga, a series of YA superhero novels. If you like incredible
superpowers, bloodthirsty villains, and friends who must fight like a family, then you'll love Bryan Cohen's latest entry in the heart-pounding
high school thrill ride. Buy Veil to the Chief to continue Ted's journey today!
"Early to bed, early to rise, work like hell and advertise!" These words of fatherly advice helped shape Ted Turner's remarkable life, but they
only begin to explain the colorful, energetic, and unique style that has made Ted into one of the most amazing business executives of our
time. Along the way - among his numerous accomplishments -- Ted became one of the richest men in the world, the largest land owner in the
United States, revolutionized the television business with the creation of TBS and CNN, became a champion sailor and winner of the
America's Cup, and took home a World Series championship trophy in 1995 as owner of the Atlanta Braves. An innovative entrepreneur,
outspoken nonconformist, and groundbreaking philanthropist, Ted Turner is truly a living legend, and now, for the first time, he reveals his
personal story. From his difficult childhood to the successful launch of his media empire to the catastrophic AOL/Time Warner deal, Turner
spares no details or feelings and takes the reader along on a wild and sometimes bumpy ride. You'll also hear Ted's personal take on how we
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can save the world...share his experiences in the dugout on the day when he appointed himself as manager of the Atlanta Braves....learn
how he almost lost his life in the 1979 Fastnet sailing race (but came out the winner)...and discover surprising details about his dealings with
Fidel Castro, Mikhail Gorbachev, Jimmy Carter, Bill Gates, Jack Welch, Warren Buffett, and many more of the most influential people of the
past half century. Ted also doesn't shrink from the darker and more intimate details of his life. With his usual frankness, he discusses a
childhood of loneliness (he was left at a boarding school by his parents at the tender age of four), and the emotional impact of devastating
losses (Ted's beloved sister died at seventeen and his hard-charging father committed suicide when Ted was still in his early twenties).
Turner is also forthcoming about his marriages, including the one to Oscar-winning actress, Jane Fonda. Along the way, Ted's friends,
colleagues, and family are equally revealing in their unique "Ted Stories" which are peppered throughout the book. Jane Fonda, especially,
provides intriguing insights into Ted's inner drive and character. In CALL ME TED, you'll hear Ted Turner's distinctive voice on every page.
Always forthright, he tells you what makes him tick and what ticks him off, and delivers an honest account of what he's all about. Inspiring and
entertaining, CALL ME TED sheds new light on one of the greatest visionaries of our time.
This newly revised edition is loaded with updated questions as well as brand-new quizzes and dozens of fascinating new questions about the
"Great American Pastime." Includes a collection of baseball "believe it or not" events, big-league bloopers, opening day highlights, and
fabulous feats of today's superstars. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Filled with interviews, player and team records, and rare photos, this treasury documents every World Series ever played, from 1903 through
1983
Features anecdotes, lore, historic photographs, detailed statistics and much more. Detailed line scores and composite statistics capture the
vital numbers for every ballplayer that appeared in every World Series game that has ever been played.
This Halloween season discover a new action-comedy series about two kids battling an army of evil teddy bears! What a nightmare! Can they
save the day before bedtime? After Lisa-Marie and her big brother, Vernon, visit a Create-A-Ted store, the unexpected happens. Their teddy
bears come to life! But it turns out they aren't the only ones. All kinds of teddy bears--zombies, ghosts, aliens and more--are suddenly alive
and creating mayhem . . . and soon there is an army of evil teddy bears on the loose! Can Lisa-Marie and her big brother Vernon save
themselves--and the world? The Living Ted series appeals to readers of all ages with quick chapters, laugh-out-loud action scenes, and lively
illustrations throughout.

The publishing industry changes so fast it’s hard to keep up. On any given day there are at least dozens of news articles for
authors. You could spend hours reading them all. Odds are, you could also be using that time to write your next book. News You
Can Use—All in One Place. The Indie Author State of the Union is a roundup that covers the most important publishing industry
news, books, podcasts, and courses of the year that you might have missed. It will help you make better business decisions and
sell more books. Author business coach Michael La Ronn spends hours researching the news so you don’t have to. Every chapter
is quick and actionable so you can apply it immediately to your writing business. What’s in This Year’s State of the Union? In this
year’s edition you’ll discover: * What’s happening with Amazon, Nook, Kobo, Apple and more * A new YouTube channel for
authors that will blow your mind * Why libraries are the next battleground for indies and how you can join the front lines * How to
write 2 million words a year * 22 Marketing tools that will improve your book sales * Important business updates to help you avoid
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lost sales, fines, and lawsuits And much more! Are you ready to become a smarter authorpreneur? Buy the 2016 Indie Author
State of the Union today and build your author platform.
As the barriers between worlds start to crumble… …superhero Ted Finley must battle his greatest enemy yet. After a summer spent
protecting the vulnerable from natural disasters, Ted couldn't be more excited to return home for his senior year of high school.
While he dreams of training with and dating his protector, Erica LaPlante, life as a teenage superhero continues to get harder. A
cunning presidential candidate, a disgruntled gatekeeper between realms, and two familiar villains threaten to end Ted and Erica's
mission, as well as the world. When a new and powerful enemy emerges, Ted and Erica must choose their allies wisely to keep a
deadly army at bay. If they fail, the people they know and love will find themselves on a planet-wide battlefield. Portal Combat is
the third novel in a YA sci-fi/fantasy series that features action-packed fight scenes, terrifying villains, witty banter, and a pinch of
heart. Author Bryan Cohen's Ted Saves the World Series continues to grow in scope and excitement in his third installment. Buy
the third book in the series today! Young Adult Sci-Fi and Fantasy Superhero - Suitable Age Range: 12 - 18+ yrs. Portal Combat is
a novel of approximately 75,000 words. Books available by Bryan Cohen: Ted Saves the World (Free!) Mind Over Easy (Ted
Saves the World #2) Portal Combat (Ted Saves the World #3) Keywords: young adult, superheroes, science fiction, fantasy,
series, second book, book 2, comedy, fantasy fiction, adventure, american literature, american fiction, fantasy series, modern
fantasy, urban fantasy, stories, 21st century literature, genre fiction, highly recommended, series fiction, young adult fiction,
superhero, villains, supernatural, paranormal, teen, teen fiction, romance, sci-fi, coming of age, first love, supernatural powers,
super powers, superhuman, teen & young adult fantasy coming of age, contemporary fantasy, action & adventure, telekinetic
powers, telekinesis, young adult comedy, young adult fantasy fiction, young adult adventure, young adult american literature,
young adult american fiction, young adult fantasy series, young adult modern fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult
stories, young adult 21st century literature, young adult genre fiction, highly recommended young adult, young adult series fiction,
young adult superhero, young adult supernatural, young adult paranormal, teen & young adult, young adult romance, young adult
sci-fi, young adult coming of age, young adult first love, young adult contemporary fantasy, young adult action & adventure
Ted Finley was your typical, wise-cracking teenager... until an otherworldly force gave him abilities beyond his wildest dreams.
After an unintended public display of his powers, Ted has become an instant celebrity and the target of a gang of undead thugs.
Sixteen-year-old Erica LaPlante was six-feet-under when a blast of blue light brought her body back to life. Armed with the
consciousness of a fierce warrior, Erica must keep her teenage urges at bay to protect the newfound hero. When sparks fly
between Ted and Erica, Erica wants nothing more than to hide who she really is and the dangerous mission they must face. But
when their school comes under attack, Ted and Erica must use everything at their disposal to save their friends, the town and...
well, the world. Ted Saves the World is a YA sci-fi/fantasy novel that features fast-paced action, terrifying horror, side-splitting
comedy and a touch of romance. Author Bryan Cohen has watched every episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and it shows in the
first book of his new series. Download the first book in the series today! Young Adult Sci-Fi and Fantasy Superhero - Suitable Age
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Range: 12 - 18+ yrs. Ted Saves the World is a novel of approximately 75,000 words Books available by Bryan Cohen: Ted Saves
the World (Free!) Mind Over Easy (Ted Saves the World #2) Portal Combat (Ted Saves the World #3) Keywords: young adult,
superheroes, science fiction, fantasy, series, free book, freebie, free app, permafree, perma free, download free book, comedy,
fantasy fiction, adventure, american literature, american fiction, fantasy series, modern fantasy, urban fantasy, stories, 21st
century literature, genre fiction, highly recommended, series fiction, young adult fiction, superhero, villains, supernatural,
paranormal, teen, teen fiction, romance, sci-fi, coming of age, first love, supernatural powers, super powers, superhuman, teen &
young adult fantasy coming of age, contemporary fantasy, action & adventure, telekinetic powers, telekinesis, young adult
comedy, young adult fantasy fiction, young adult adventure, young adult american literature, young adult american fiction, young
adult fantasy series, young adult modern fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult stories, young adult 21st century
literature, young adult genre fiction, highly recommended young adult, young adult series fiction, young adult superhero, young
adult supernatural, young adult paranormal, teen & young adult , young adult romance, young adult sci-fi, young adult coming of
age, young adult first love, young adult contemporary fantasy, young adult action & adventure, free comedy, free fantasy fiction,
free adventure, free american literature, free american fiction, free modern fantasy, free urban fantasy, free stories, free 21st
century literature, free genre fiction, free highly recommended, free series fiction, free young adult fiction, free superhero, free
supernatural, free paranormal, free teen, free teen fiction, free sci-fi, free coming of age, free first love, free supernatural powers,
free super powers, free superhuman, free reads, free teen & young adult fantasy coming of age, free contemporary fantasy, free
action & adventure
Ted Finley thought being a teenage superhero would make life easier… …until friends and foes began taking sides in an escalating
war. Between fighting crime, ignoring the growing Go Home Alien movement and fielding recruitment offers from the federal
government, Ted's world is growing more complicated by the day. His one saving grace is his budding romance with Erica
LaPlante, a light soul from another world in the form of his dream girl. Erica is falling for Ted too, but she's also keeping secrets
from him to preserve her mission. As Ted, Erica and the rest of the team cope with the fallout from their battle against the dark
souls, a new evil ascends on the town with the ability to control what they think, see and feel. Erica's secrets may hold the key to
winning the battle but revealing them could sacrifice the war. Mind Over Easy is the second novel in a YA sci-fi/fantasy series that
features breathtaking action, frightening horror, laugh-out-loud humor and a hint of romance. Author Bryan Cohen continues to
adapt his love for Buffy the Vampire Slayer and all things Joss Whedon in the second book of the Ted Saves the World Series.
Scroll up and buy the second book in the series today! Young Adult Sci-Fi and Fantasy Superhero - Suitable Age Range: 12 - 18+
yrs. Mind Over Easy is a novel of approximately 80,000 words. Books available by Bryan Cohen: Ted Saves the World (Free!)
Mind Over Easy (Ted Saves the World #2) Portal Combat (Ted Saves the World #3) Keywords: young adult, superheroes, science
fiction, fantasy, series, second book, book 2, comedy, fantasy fiction, adventure, american literature, american fiction, fantasy
series, modern fantasy, urban fantasy, stories, 21st century literature, genre fiction, highly recommended, series fiction, young
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adult fiction, superhero, villains, supernatural, paranormal, teen, teen fiction, romance, sci-fi, coming of age, first love, supernatural
powers, super powers, superhuman, teen & young adult fantasy coming of age, contemporary fantasy, action & adventure,
telekinetic powers, telekinesis, young adult comedy, young adult fantasy fiction, young adult adventure, young adult american
literature, young adult american fiction, young adult fantasy series, young adult modern fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young
adult stories, young adult 21st century literature, young adult genre fiction, highly recommended young adult, young adult series
fiction, young adult superhero, young adult supernatural, young adult paranormal, teen & young adult, young adult romance,
young adult sci-fi, young adult coming of age, young adult first love, young adult contemporary fantasy, young adult action &
adventure
As the thriving audience of dedicated baseball-card collectors continues to grow, so do the sales of this #1 recognized source for
prices and the most valuable information from the nation's most trusted expert. Featured are thousands of cards, dating from 1948
to 1993, along with useful tips for collectors.
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